Summer is in its full spree in Sweden but Supermarket – Stockholm Independent Art Fair has not
been (only) beaching around and sunbathing. Instead, we have been collecting the latest artist-run
news, events and projects to share with you in the very first edition of the Supermarket Summer
Newsletter.
A lot has been happening since the end of SUPERMARKET 2018 in April. We are glad to have once
again noted the large number of collaborations and synergies that were initiated between our
exhibitors. New collaborations have not avoided the SUPERMARKET team either and we could not
miss to bring you updates on our plans and adventures. One of our team members has been
exploring the Russian artist-run scene and brought back the fresh mountain air all the way from the far
east of Russia in the Ural Mountains (together with some solid vodka supplies).
In 2010, SUPERMARKET helped to launch a European network of artists’ initiatives, the AIM
Network. AIM Network has since grown and one of their upcoming projects is a new publication that
will discuss the patterns in the life cycles of artist-run spaces. Curious? Read more about the project
further on.
We also thought of sharing some news of what is happening in the next weeks in and around
Stockholm’s artist-run scene. Because what better to do in the summer heat when tired of all the
swimming than to find recluse in a cool artist-run gallery?
Finally, SUPERMARKET is based on the idea of partnerships with artist-run spaces around the world,
exchange of knowledge, experience, skills and opportunities. For this reason, the partnerships and
connections that we have been making are invaluable to us. Projects such as the online artist-run
maps Artist-Run Alliance (coordinated from Tel Aviv, Israel) or the Alternative Art Guide (The Hague,
Netherlands) offer user-friendly and efficient platforms for raising visibility, making new connections
and finding like-minded people. Continue reading and find out more.
We hope that you enjoy this summer-infused newsletter and find some useful information within.
Happy reading – don’t forget to use sunscreen!

‘Cumbersome Dough’, Knölkolletivet, 2018. Photo: Christiaan Tonnis

Synergies, collaborations and projects instigated at SUPERMARKET 2018
The artist-run space Kunstverein Familie Montez from Frankfurt, Germany must surely be on top of
SUPERMARKET’s collaborations list, as they have initiated an impressive amount of new project from
their two participations in the art fair.
After SUPERMARKET 2017 Elizabeth Coleman-Link initiated the Montez Micro Residency
Programme, which invites artists to make new works in a temporary space The White House. The
same year KFM invited the Stockholm artists’ group RED SALT to produce an installation ‘Passions of
the Fur’, and the performance artist Rebecka Pershagen was the first artist to be invited to the Montez
Micro Residency Programme with her performance piece ‘The first and last dance’ for the opening of
the Frankfurter Kunstsommers 2017.
This year the Montez family truly did not restrain themselves and invited even more performance
artists whom they had met during SUPERMARKET 2018 to their programme of Montez Performance
Residency 2018 on 28 June–7 July. The event celebrated eighty years of the life and work of
Hermann Nitsch in an edition of ‘New Generation Performance Artists’ and was curated by Mirek
Macke and Elizabeth Coleman-Link. See more on the Facebook event link.
What does Lizzie Coleman-Link have to say about their frantic collaborating? Hear, hear:

“O
 nly today we received three possible performance projects for 2019 !! It is great that the connections
are not just one-offs but are developed with each involvement...It’s so lovely receiving these
SUPERMARKET artists’ messages throughout the year...it makes the art fair last all year round!”

The list of invited artists from SUPERMARKET 2018 included:
Knölkollektivet (Sweden). You can watch the full performance of their piece ‘Cumbersome Dough’
here (also performed at SUPERMARKET 2017). Filmed by Christiaan Tonnis.
Mustafa Bogà (UK/Turkey) is an internationally established performer who delivered one of the most
captivating performances at SUPERMARKET 2018 (check this!) and indeed it did not escape KFM’s
sharp sight. In Frankfurt they performed together with German artist Hannah Valentia.
Further from the list, earlier this year we featured a photo of the performance ‘Stampede’ by Carlos
Martiel (Cuba) on the cover of our 2018 Art Magazine.
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For the documentation, another participant of SUPERMARKET, Felipe Castelblanco
(Columbia/USA) was invited, also to show his artwork; together with Robert Mosbach & the returning
Rebecka Pershagen. Aside from live performances, Kunstverein Familie Montez presented
video/photographic/archive poster material from Hermann Nitsch’s performance and action art,
spanning over 60 years.

Hannah Valentia and Mustafa Bogà, 2018. Photo: Elizabeth Coleman-Link

A two-hour radio programme was produced by Elizabeth Coleman-Link for a Frankfurt radio
station that used different quotes including some sent by SUPERMARKET 2018
participants.There are quite a few Supermarket contacts involved – Anita Bang, Amr Hamid,
Mustafa Boga. It airs on 7th September, do not forget to listen at
https://fritzdev.de/fritzdevimradiox2018.html#c256 !

Musel Link Luxembourg kept in touch with

place in the Wine Museum in Ehnen, Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, within the framework of
traditional regional wine celebration Einer

Durden and Ray from Los Angeles, USA. The
exhibition of Contemporary Miniature Art took
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Wënzerdag. (What a great idea!) Alongside
with ten Luxembourg-based contemporary
artists they showed the artworks of a
contemporary American artist from Los
Angeles – Alison Woods, whom they
encountered through SUPERMARKET 2018.
The exhibition was the first step of the
collaboration between the Luxembourg based
artist association Musel Link and Durden and
Ray associative artist gallery from Los
Angeles. The opening was held on 14 July and
the show lasted until 29 July. Musel Link is on
Durden and Ray’s agenda for August 2019,
and they also plan to arrange a joint show in
Luxembourg during 2019/2020.

MŰTŐ, Budapest, Hungary + Hot Dock, Bratislava, Slovakia
The details of the collaboration of these two Central European spaces are yet clouded in
mystery, but it has been heard on the grape wine that an exhibition exchange is on the way. At
SUPERMARKET 2018 we focused on the countries of the Visegrad and the shared interests
and issues they may have. Happy to see this is bearing fruits!

Durden and Ray, Los Angeles, USA
If there is a space that could compete with Kunstverein Familie Montez, then it must be Durden and
Ray from the sunny beaches of California. That’s what we call a solid list – and all conceived at
SUPERMARKET! When do these guys manage to sleep?
October 2018: Ekkisens Art Space in Reykjavík, Iceland will be hosting Durden and Ray for a
painting show.
November 2018: Durden and Ray will be hosting Ekkisens in their shiny new gallery in Downtown
Los Angeles.
January 2019: Durden and Ray will be hosting Alma Martha/Kalashnikovv from Cape Town, South
Africa for an exchange in their (still shiny) Los Angeles gallery.
February 2019: Alma Martha/Kalashnikovv will host Durden and Ray in their Cape Town gallery.
February 2019: MŰTŐ from Budapest, Hungary will be hosting Durden and Ray in their Budapest
space.
April 2019: Durden and Ray will be hosting MŰTŐ in LA.
June 2019: Durden and Ray will host Hangmen Projects, a collective from Stockholm in their LA
gallery.
August 2019: Durden and Ray will host Luxembourg gallery Musel Link asbl MIMO project in LA.
August 2019: Hangmen will host Durden and Ray in their Stockholm gallery.
May 2019: Gallery Noysky Projects, a project of Sean Noyce, one of Durden and Ray’s members, will
be hosting the Copenhagen collective KRÆ syndikatet.
Marina Pugina at Tensta Konsthall
Curator and art critic Marina Pugina received the 2018 EUNIC Russia residency and will spend one
month on a curatorial residency in Stockholm’s Tensta Konsthall. Congratulations!
Read more about the programme on EUNIC Global website.
Marina is curator of the artist-run initiative Dom Gruzchika, associate of the direction of the newest
currents at the Perm State Art Gallery and award winner of ‘Innovation 2017’ in the category of
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regional projects. She also participated in the public program ‘Local History of Art’ as part of the
programme ‘Russian Contemporary Art’ at Garage Museum of Contemporary Art, Moscow. Marina
joined the team of Dom Gruzchika at their exhibition booth at SUPERMARKET 2018 in April.

Photo (without the thinking clouds): Diana Agunbiade-Kolawole.

Canada Calling
SUPERMARKET researches across the
ocean
For over ten days from 9–19 October,
SUPERMARKET’s project team will be visiting
Canada to conduct a research trip, initiate new
contacts with the artist-run art scene in
Ottawa, Montréal and Toronto, present the art
fair and, perhaps, plan some future overseas
events. During the stay we will be kindly
hosted by the Gallerie SAW Gallery and
AXENÉO7 residency.
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Photo: Alice Maselnikova, Marina Pugina

SUPERMARKET presented in the Ural Mountains
SUPERMARKET reaches curious audiences all around the world!
Our project manager Alice Máselníková was invited to Perm in the Ural Mountains by the Russian
artist-run initiative Dom Gruzchika who took part in SUPERMARKET 2018. She gave a joint
presentation of SUPERMARKET and the AIM Network in Perm’s City Culture Centre, followed by a
panel discussion with the artists from Dom Gruzchika who visited Stockholm in April. The
conversation spinned around the comparison of Russian, Swedish and international art scenes, the
different possibilities for artists and various approaches and reactions of audiences to contemporary
art. Alice also received a tour around Perm and the recently closed down venue of Dom Gruzchika,
located in a peculiar complex of buildings from the 1940s and 50s that also host regular flats, a
hairdresser’s, a children’s playground and a neon-lit gentlemen’s club
The talk in Perm was made following
Alice’s two-week artist residency
and solo painting exhibition
‘Veronika and Other Bodies’ at
Elektrozavod Gallery in Moscow, one
of SUPERMARKET 2018 exhibitors.
The artworks were acquired and will
be permanently exhibited by the
Czech Centre in Moscow.

Photo: Untitled, Alice Máselníková, 110x120cm, oil
on canvas, 2018.
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Are Artist-Run Maps a Big Thing? Yes!
They are online platforms that gather artist-run spaces around the world, show their profiles,
share current opportunities and events and allow for making new connections. Is your gallery
or initiative not a member yet? Better late than never!
The Artist-Run Alliance, Tel Aviv, Israel, is a non-profit platform and online map that gathers
artist-run initiatives worldwide and connects them in a network that shares information about each of
the spaces, publishes current opportunities and open calls and makes the artist-run sector visible to
the public. The network is rapidly growing and has already more than a thousand of registered
spaces. We had the pleasure to host the Artist-Run Alliance at SUPERMARKET 2018 where they
also managed to recruit new members for their new Ambassador Programme. See more at
https://artistrunalliance.org/.
Alternative Art Guide is an online database of independent art spaces coordinated from The Hague,
Netherlands. With over a thousand spaces worldwide it is one of the the largest overviews of
non-profit, artist-run and independent art spaces. Alternative Art Guide is produced by The Naked, an
artist-run initiative founded to show the multiplicity of alternative or independent spaces operating in
the world today. More at https://alternativeartguide.com/.

New publication on the life cycle of artist-run spaces?
AIM Network is currently planning the production of its second publication, the ‘Birth and Death of
Artist-Run Initiatives’, which, if the planning turns out well, will give a concise overview of the life cycle
of artist-run initiatives from European and international art scene. It will provide an insight into the
different beginnings, developments and ends that are characteristic for artist-run art spaces in relation
to their specific cultural and political environments.
The network will be searching for over a dozen artists’ initiatives to include in the publication through
interviews and their own stories. Get in touch if you are interested to learn more by emailing to
alice@artistsinitiatives.com.
The network’s first publication ‘Artists’ Initiatives’ Meetings’ is available to download here.
AIM Network (Artists' Initiatives' Meetings Network) is a European network of artist-run initiatives.
It serves as a platform for exchange of experience, sharing of knowledge, increasing of mobility and
cooperation between artist-run initiatives and to raise awareness of the artist-run sector within both
professional art world broad public. The network has currently eleven member spaces from across
Europe and includes artists' initiatives of various natures and from recently initiated to well-established
spaces.
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August–September: art events in Stockholm and its surroundings
What to do, what to do in the summer heat?
3–19 August, Das Esszimmer – space for art+, Bonn (DE) is presenting four exhibitions in four
weeks, ID:I Galleri
Opening #2: Friday 3 August 5–8pm
with works by: Rainer Barzen (Cologne); Dorothee von Rechenberg (Basel); Selma Weber (Basel)
Opening #3: Friday 10 August 5–8pm
with works by: Sebastian Mügge (Umeå); stöckerselig (Basel); Sibylle Feucht (Bonn, DE)
Opening #4: Friday 17 August 5–8pm
with works by: Stijn Peeters (Eindhoven, NL); Luigi Archetti (Zurich, CH); Adam Knight (London) –
Adam Knight will be present during the opening times of the exhibition.
Opening hours: Friday 5–8pm | Saturday 12am–4pm | Sunday 12am–4pm
and by appointment (info@dasesszimmer.com).
16 August, 7pm, ID:I Galleri
ID:I Galleri invites six Swedish artists with various experience in running art spaces and art projects as
well as curating and writing art criticism to take part in conversation with artist and gallerist Sibylle
Feucht from Das Esszimmer – space for art +. The conversation will be moderated by Jon Brunberg
and the panelists are: Gunilla Sköld Feiler, Susanna Slöör, Liv Strand, Per Hasselberg, Merzedes
Sturm-Lie and Supermarket’s project director Andreas Ribbung. Doors open at 6pm.
15–19 August, 0ÐʝuЯ / An Ordinary Day Film Festival, Studio44
Vernissage Tuesday 14 August 6–10pm.
The second year of this experimental film festival.
An Ordinary Day Film Festival is placed at Gallery Studio 44, an artist run gallery in Stockholm. After
every film session you are free to discuss the films in the bar. An Ordinary Day Film Society love
discussions about films. That is the way of moving the creation of film forward.
Films by Rosa Menkelmann, Annika Larsson, Jennifer Sharpe mfl.
24 August–9 September, ‘Landsbygd 2’ group exhibition + Nina Wedberg Thulin – Sweet Milk
from heaven, project room, Studio44
Vernissage Friday 24 August 6–10pm
24 August–16 September, Sookyoung Huh, ID:I Galleri
24 August–9 September, Roberto Sánchez (MX), Candyland
Vernissage Friday 24 August 5–10pm
5–9 September, PALS – Performance Art Links as part of HISTORY WILL BE KIND TO ME, FOR
I INTEND TO PERFORM IT, Fylkingen
PALS – Performance Art Links invite you to 3-day festival of performance art at Fylkingen, Stockholm.
The event is part of the project ‘HISTORY WILL BE KIND TO ME, FOR I INTEND TO PERFORM IT‘.
The Festival presents performance artists from different African and Nordic countries and works with
the theme of decolonising knowledge.
http://palsfestival.se.
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8–23 September, Pontus Raud at Konstforum
SUPERMARKET’s project director Pontus Raud is showing new paintings at Konstforum in
Norrköping. Opening 8 September 12–4pm
We asked Pontus about the exhibition:
"So far the show has the working title ‘A Lot of Nothing’, or perhaps ‘Necessary Relationships’. A
common assumption in science is that the effect cannot precede the cause and that everything has at
least one reason. My painting follows a path of symbols. Half of my life I have lived by the sea and
have dug in the sand, and the main part of the exhibition follows the patterns of the beach and its
inhabitants. The works presented are my sketches for masterpieces."
See Konstforum’s website for more information. Everyone warmly welcome.

‘From here to the present’, Pontus Raud, 2018, oil pastel on paper, ca 60x40 cm.

By the way, keep your eyes open around the end of August as we will be releasing a
SUPERMARKET promo video, shot and edited by the brilliant artist Andreas Nur.
Maybe you were also filmed at SUPERMARKET 2018!
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